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spring is in the air!

When a farmer plants a seed, he works hard for the entire season, spending countless 

hours, weekends and sleepless nights to ensure that he has done all that was 

necessary for those little seeds to bloom, flower and bear fruit . He strives to provide 

them all the essential ingredients; a nourishing soil, abundant water and pure air, for 

them to reach their real potential. The sweet fruit in the heart of that little seed. The fruit 

that the farmer is hoping for. 

When the farmer sees the fruits of his harvest, he is overjoyed and he takes his crop to 

the market to showcase his fruit. As much as the intent of the farmer is to showcase 

his fruit to the outside world, his overall intent is to let the world know about the 

potential; both in him and all those little seeds . And together what is possible to serve 

humanity. Because whatever the farmer is doing, he is doing for the "service" to the 

others. And after the blooms of the first season he then gets on for the next season.



The Journey of the 1st Quarter
The journey of the 1 st quarter has been very exciting. The 

journey started with TRIEC announcing "Brilliant Minds 

Group" winning the Leadership in Collaboration Award for 

supporting the newcomer community in its 1rst year of 

inception This is a huge accomplishment for BMG!!! This 

reaf1rms what one of our colleagues on the team says 

“Good Start”, “Keep Doing” & “You Are on the Right 

Path”. TRIEC showcased one week of media celebration 

for BMG with video interviews of all  3 founders of BMG.

This was completed by a couple of community 

newspapers also doing similar stories on BMG.

About BMG
BMG Purpose:
To care for the socio-economic well being of 

the newcomers

BMG Vision:
We believe in collaborations, connections

and community building Committed to

Your Growth – We Are Better Together

BMG Mission:
To become one of the largest service 

providers for the newcomer community by 2025.

We have had a similar phase of the journey for "Brilliant Minds Group" in the first 

quarter of 2021. After working hard for the entire year of 2020 organizing back to back 

webinars. We could not believe that in the year 2020, we organized more than 15 

webinars, which were attended by 700+ participants. So let's talk about what we have 

done in the first quarter of 2021 and what we plan to do going forward.

What's'Next?
Starting May, in addition to the monthly webinars that we have been 

organizing, we are bringing 4 new services to serve the community.

Services About them

1.Power of Communication

We all know communication plays an important role in an individual personal & 

professional development.  Based on our experience, we feel that this is a key 

development area for the newcomer community.  Starting June, we will be running a 

monthly workshop on “Power of Communication”. These workshops will be facilitated 

by some of the senior most industry professionals.
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New Events:
Don't forget to enrol for our next upcoming events

1. Springboard - A Mentoring Program starts June 4

2. A Career in Project Management - June 19

3. Power of Communication - June 26

Your feedback is very important to us. Please like, share and comment on our social 

media posts. Lastly, is there some-one you feel can benefit from our offerings. It doesn't 

matter where they are (in Canada or outside Canada) and whatever their status is 

(Canadian, PR, Student, Work Permit, Refugee or waiting for PR). In this digital world, 

we all have become part of one large family. Please ask them to reach out to us. We are 

glad to help and look forward to growing this community.

Subscribe to our mailing list at info@bmggrp.ca

2.Employer Circle

In Canada, finding the first job in your own field of expertise is very challenging. BMG is 

building a pool of employers willing to provide the newcomers with an unpaid coop of 3 

months opportunity. 

3.Springboard program

Settling down in Canada is a multi-level approach. We are bringing a very innovative 

program titled “Springboard-A Mentoring Program”, a 5 modular weekend workshop 

with one goal - Becoming a “Candidate of Choice” for the Employer.

Please keep checking our social media platforms to know details about these new 

initiatives from BMG.
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